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The question of which C*-algebras have only inner derivations has been 
considered by a number of authors for 25 years. The separable case is com- 
pletely solved, so this paper deals only with the non-separable case. In par- 
ticular, we show that the C*-tensor product of a von Neumann algebra and an 
abelian C*-algebra has only inner derivations. Other special types of C*- 
algebras are shown to have only inner derivations as well such as the C*-tensor 
product of L(H) (all bounded operators on separable Hilbert space) and any 
separable C*-algebra having only inner derivations. Derivations from a smaller 
C*-algebra into a larger one are also considered, and this concept is generalized 
to include derivations between C*-algebras connected by a *-homomorphism. 
Finally, we consider the general problem of a sequence of linear functionals on a 
C*-algebra which converges to zero (in norm) when restricted to any abelian 
C*-subalgebra. Does such a sequence converge to zero in norm ? The answer 
is “yes” for normal functionals on L(H), but unknown in general. 
In the decade or more since the solution of the derivation problem [ 10, 151 
for von Neumann algebras there has been substantial progress toward the 
solution of the general problem: “Which C*-algebras have only inner deriva- 
tions ?” In particular, the answer for separable C*-algebras is completely 
known [l, 71. This paper originated in an attempt to attack the non-separable 
case. Some progress is made in Theorem 2.3 where we show that the C*- 
tensor product of any von Neumann algebra and any abelian C*-algebra has 
only inner derivations. This extends earlier results of Hall [8] and Elliott 
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[6J Theorem 4.12 is another partial result. However, there are some obvious 
unanswered questions along these lines as well (e.g., What about the C*-tensor 
product of two von Neumann algebras or the quotient of a von Neumann 
algebra by a closed, two-sided ideal I). 
Along with the general problem mentioned above several related questions 
arise. Suppose a CL-algebra B has a C*-subalgebra A and 6 is a derivation 
of A into B (i.e., 6 is linear and 6(a,a,) = a$(+) + 6(a,)a,). When is S inner 
in the sense that there exists b E B such that S(u) = bu - ub for all a E A ? 
In particular, for which pairs A and B are all such derivations inner ? Answers 
to this question can be useful steps toward the solution of the general problem 
above as can be seen in Section 4. There are many results of this type in the 
literature, e.g., [2(a), 91. Another concept which was especially helpful in the 
separable case is that of a central sequence. This notion is defined in $4 where 
some results appear as well. Finally, our Theorem 4.10 led us to ask if a se- 
quence of linear functionals on a von Neumann A algebra which converges 
in norm to zero when restricted to each maximal abelian C*-subalgebra of A 
must converge in norm to zero as functionals on A. Theorem 5.1 answers 
this question in the affirmative for a special case. 
1. NOTATION 
We shall usually follow the notation and terminology of Sakai’s book [14] 
with certain exceptions. We shall use “von Neumann algebra” instead of 
IV*-algebra. C*-algebras will be denoted by capital Roman letters like A, B, C 
etc., except that the C*-tensor product [14, p. 66] A @ B of two C*-algebras 
may be denoted by a script capital Roman letter like JX? or g. Elements of a 
C*-algebra denoted by a capital Roman letter will be denoted by lower case 
Roman letters like a, b, c. Elements of a tensor product like g = A @ B 
will be denoted by script lower case Roman letters like a., d, C. Elements of 
the Banach space dual A* of A will be lower case Roman letters like f, g, h. 
A derivation will usually be denoted by 6 and we write 6 = ad(b) if 6(u) = 
ub - bu for all a E domain of 6. 
2. THE POINT-NORM TOPOLOGY ON THE DERIVATIONS OF A 
VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA 
In this section we apply results of [6, 81 to show that the tensor product L@ 
of a von Neumann algebra A and an abelian C*-algebra B has only inner 
derivations. This will be a corollary of a result about compact subsets of deriva- 
tions (considering derivations as a subset of the Banach space L?(A) of bounded 
linear operators on rZ). From this perspective we shall see that the methods 
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apply to other linear operators in 9’(A) such as *-automorphisms. By the 
point-norm topology on Z’(A) we shall mean the topology of pointwise con- 
vergence in norm on A. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a von Neumann algebra and X a point-norm compact 
subset of derivations of A. Then X is compact (for the norm topolog3.J of 9(A)). 
Proof. Suppose first that A has a countable weak* (i.e., a(A, A*)) dense 
subset A, . The topology F of pointwise (norm) convergence on & is a Haus- 
dorff topology on X (since derivations are weak* continuous) and is weaker 
than the point-norm topology; thus 3 is equivalent to it by compactness. 
Since 9 is obviously metrizable (since X is point-norm compact, hence bounded 
by the uniform boundedness theorem), every sequence in X has a point-norm 
convergent subsequence which is therefore norm convergent by [6, 81. Thus 
X is compact (in norm). 
We shall now reduce the general case to this one by restricting attention 
to a suitable von Neumann subalgebra of A which will be invariant under each 
element of X and which will have a countable weak* dense subset. The proof 
is by contradiction. Suppose X is not norm compact. The point-norm com- 
pactness of X shows that it is norm closed in Y(A), hence complete. Thus X 
can’t be totally bounded, so there is an E > 0 and a sequence (6,) C X such 
that I/ 6, - S,,, 11 > E for all n # m. We may then choose for each n, m = 1, 2,... 
(n # nz) an element anm E A with 11 anln 11 < 1 and @, - &,)a,,,, I] > E. Let 
B,, be the *-algebra over the rationals of all polynomials in the variables {Sjk(a,,)}, 
where j, m, n = 1, 2 ,... (n # m) and k = 0, l,.... Since B, is countable and 
invariant under each Sj (j = 1, 2,...), we see that the von Neumann subalgebra 
B of A generated by B, has a countable weak * dense subset and is invariant 
under all {Sj}. The first paragraph of the proof shows that, when restricted to 
B, {Sj} is totally bounded. This contradicts ll(S, - Gn)anm 11 > E for all n + m. 
Two crucial facts about derivations were used in the last proof. The weak* 
continuity of a derivation was used to show that F was a Hausdorff topology 
in the first paragraph. Also we needed that a point norm convergent sequence 
of derivations was norm convergent. Since both these conditions are satisfied 
by *-automorphisms of -4 [6] the following Corollary holds. 
COROLLARY 2.2. A point-norm compact set of *-automorphisms of a von 
Neumann algebra is (norm) compact. 
We shall see later that the weak* continuity is not always needed. (In fact 
[6] already has shown that point-norm convergent sequences of derivations 
of quotients of von Neumann algebras must be norm convergent. We shall 
partially generalize this result in Section 3.) 
THEOREM 2.3. If B is an abelian C*-algebra with unit and A is a von Neumann 
algebra, then every derivation of A @ B is inner. 
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Proof. By [14, 1.22.31 we may regard A @ B as C(Q, A), the space of 
continuous A-valued functions on the maximal ideal space Q of B. For each 
w E Sz a derivation 6 of A @ B determines a derivation 6, of A by S,(a) = 
S(a)(w), where a is the function in C(Q A) constantly equal to a and S(a)(w) 
evaluates the function S(a) E C(sZ, A) at the point w E Q. Further, the map 
u : w - 6, is continuous for the point-norm topology on Y(A), so {SwJwsR is 
point-norm compact, hence norm compact by Theorem 2.1. Thus the point- 
norm and norm topologies agree on (Sw)wcs2, so (J is norm continuous. The 
map 6’ : a -+ ad(a) gives a homeomorphism between A/%“(A), where Z(-4) 
is the center of A, and the space of derivations A --f A and 0-l 0 u is a continuous 
map v : Q + t2/Z(A). By Michael’s selection theorem [lob] v can be lifted 
to an element 1E  C(Q A). Clearly S = ad(&). 
It is natural to ask what other C*-algebras B could be used in place of the 
abelian algebra assumed in Theorem 2.3. For example, can B be any C*- 
algebra having only inner derivations ? A partial result can be found in Section 5. 
However, in order to move further we find it necessary (and interesting) to 
consider more general kinds of derivations in the next section. 
3. GENERALIZED DERIVATIONS 
Let A be a C*-algebra and n a *- representation of A into the C*-algebra B. 
We shall call a linear map 6 : A -+ B a ~-derivation if S(ab) = r(a)S(b) + 
S(a) n(b). Just as in the last section the n-derivations form a subset of the space 
,Ep(A, B) of all bounded [see 91 linear maps from A to B, and we can consider 
the point-norm topology on Y(A, B) as well. Thus we might conjecture that a 
generalization of Theorem 2.1 would hold for r-derivations. The general case 
remains open, but we can push it through with an additional condition on A 
to compensate for the loss of the use of the weak* topology. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a properly injkite von Neumann algebra and T : A + B 
a *-representation of A into the F-algebra B. If X is a point-norm compact 
set of z--derivations of A, then X is norm compact. 
Proof. If X is not norm compact, it must be (as in 2.1) that X is not totally 
bounded. Thus there is a sequence (6,) C X and E > 0 such that IIS, - S,, Ij > E 
for all n f m. Since A is properly infinite, we may find a sequence {vi} C A 
of partial isometries such that vj*vj = 1 and v:vj = 0 for all i # j. By routine 
induction arguments using the point-norm compactness of X we can assume 
(really passing to a subsequence of (6,)) that 
lim S,,(zj,?) and $+I+ Sn(vuj) exist for all j = 1, 2,...; n-n: 
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for all n > j. 
For each pair of positive integers m, n with m # n let us choose amn E A 
with (1 a,,,, 11 = 1 and 11 (S,,, - &)a,,. II > E. We shall select certain of the 
{a,,} to form a singly-indexed sequence as follows. For k = 2, 3, 4,... let 
v(k) = xi=, (n - 2)(n - 1). For each k = 2, 3, 4,... order the k(K - 1) 
elements {a,,,, : m, n = ~(k + 1) + l,..., rp(K + 1) + K; m # n} in any fashion 
and label them as bock)+i ,..., b,(k+r) . Let a = zr=, v,b,az. Note that the 
series is strongly convergent in the von Neumann algebra A and that 11 a I] < 1. 
Further, we have that 
II (8, - S,)($a~j)ll = II (L - ~,)(a,,) II > E 
if bj = amn ; and 
(3) 
II (6, - S,)(~~a~j>ll < II (L - 6,) $ II + II CL - %>a II + II (671 - 6~) vj II 
=c 42 + II CL - %Ja II 
if m, n > j by (2) above. 
(4) 
Since X is point norm compact, {y(a) : y E X} is totally bounded. Hence 
there are elements yr ,..., yP in X such that every element of {y(a) : y E X} 
is within c/4 of one element of {yl(a),..., y,(a)). Now consider II (S, - S,J(a)ll 
for m, n E {~(p + 2) + l,..., v(p + 2) + p + l}, m # n. There is some j E 
&(p + 1) + l,..., @J + 2)) with bj = a,,,,, . As j < m, j < n, both (3) and 
(4) hold to show that 
II (6, - Ma II > 4. (5) 
However, in {C&J + 2) + l,..., ~(p + 2) + p + l} there are (p + 1) different 
values for m; so, for at least two distinct values of m, say mr and m2 , the elements 
Sml(a) and Smz(a) lie in one of the balls of radius c/4 about some n(a), i = l,..., p. 
This contradicts (5) above by the triangle inequality. 
Remark 3.2. Note that the derivation property was only used in inequality 
(4) of the last proof. Thus Theorem 3.1 is also valid for other types of maps 
such as *-homomorphisms for which an inequality like (4) is valid. 
Remark 3.3. There are no counterexamples to the conjecture that Theorem 
3.1 holds without the restriction that A be properly infinite, but the method 
of proof given here breaks down in that case. In order to take a step toward 
this conjecture we have been forced to take a half-step backwards as well and 
assume that our point norm compact set is really a sequence converging (in 
point norm) to zero. Worse yet, we must assume that the *-homomorphism 
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m is normal. Even then we cannot cover all cases and certain 11i factors remain 
exceptional. 
From now through Theorem 3.7 the following notation will prevail. A will be 
a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H, L(H) is the algebra of all bounded 
linear operators on H (so that A is weakly closed in L(H)) and {&}n”,r is a 
sequence of derivations (S,(ab) = a&(b) + S,(a)b) from A into L(H) such 
that 11 S,(a) /I -+ 0 f or all a E A and 11 6, II < 1 for all n. Let B(A) denote the 
center of A. 
LEMMA 3.4. If p, q are orthogonal projections in %“(A) then 
lip sup II 6, Ib+d~ II= max{liy SUP II 6, IpA II, lim sup II 6, IqA II). 
Proof. We have, for a E A 
II UP4 - PUP4P II = II UPPUP) - PuP4P II 
= II UPlP~ + P4dP)ll- 0 
as n --+ co uniformly for I] a II < 1 and similarly with p replaced by q. As 
II PxP + wq II = n-Ml1 PxP II, II wz II) for any x7 Y E-W) we have 
II WP + !7)4 - m=(ll PUP4P II, II $M74q II> + 0 
and so 
II WP + 4b)lI - =4 UP)ll, II Uf74l) - 0 
as n + 00 uniformly for /I a II < 1. This shows 
liy SUP II 6, Ib+d~ II d maxU$ SUP II 8, IDA 1~) li,m sup II 6, IBA II). 
The reverse inequality is obvious. 
THEOREM 3.5. There is a (possibly void) family .7 of minimal central projec- 
tions p in A with pA a type II1 factor and such that if q,, = 1 - xDEYp, then 
II %I hoA II - 0. 
Proof. Let Y be the set of all the minimal central projections p such that 
11 6, IDA I/ + 0. By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.4 such Ap are finite and they 
are clearly not finite dimensional, so for each p ET-, Ap is a type III factor. 
By restricting attention to q,,A we may assume .9- is void. If Ij S,, 11 ft 0, we 
can assume by taking a subsequence and adjusting scalar factors that 11 6, II = 1 
for all II. Let & be a maximal decreasing chain of projections p in S’(A) such 
that lim supn )I 6, jPA 11 = 1 and let p, = inf{p E S}. Note that 6 is a net of 
projections which converges strongly to p, , so we can write p, = lirnQE8 4 
for the strong operator topology on L(H). By Lemma 3.4 either p, = 0 or p, 
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is a minimal central projection in Z(f&), and by the definition of q,, either 
p,A is not type IT, or else p, 4 8. But if p, E d and p,A is either purely infinite 
of type I, then Theorem 3.1 (or the finite dimensionality of a finite type I 
factor) gives a contradiction. Thus we can conclude that p, E E. Lemma 3.4 
then shows that (p - p,) E 8 for each p E 6. 
By induction we can choose a decreasing sequence (p&C 6, elements 
{u&r C A with Ij a, I/ < 1 and a subsequence {S,J of (6,) such that 
[/ S,J(p, -p,+,)a,)~\ > l/2 for all K = 1, 2,.... To see this recall that 
each 6, is strongly continuous and that lim,,#p = p, . Thus since 
lim SUP~+~ 11 6, Ica,-Pp)A 11 = 1 for each p, E 8, we may find p,,, ~8 with 
p,,, < p, and Snk (with nk arbitrarily large) such that /j S,* l(p,-9,+,)a // > l/2. 
The existence of aa E (pk - p,+,)A with /I S,,(uk)ll > l/2 and II a, 11 < 1 is now 
assured. Let {fk} be a sequence of linear functionals on L(H) of norm I with 
I fk(Srzk(( Pk - Pk.t&B))I > 19. 
Define linear functionals {O,} on Z, by: for {An} E Z, , 




Note that /I 8,II < 1 and 
I wL})l < 1: s?+ ( f h,(p, - pm&) /i - 0 
?n=l 
since {S,}~=‘=, converges to zero in point norm. However, we have seen above 
that when {Am} consists of all zeros except for a 1 in the kth position, then 
1 &@n>)l = / f,(hz~P, - Pk+&k)i > l/2. Th is contradicts Phillips’ Lemma 
[I 11. The theorem follows. 
Using special techniques applicable to certain factors of type 11i one can 
show that the factors pA (for p E F) which appear in the statement of Theorem 
3.5 must be from an especially “bad” class epitomized by the factor generated 
by the left regular representation of the free group on two generators. This is a 
situation very similar to [9]. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let C be an abelian van Neumann algebra acting on H and 
let G be an abelian group of unitary operators in L(H) with uCu* = C for all 
u in G. Suppose A is the von Neumann algebra generated by G and C. Then 
II 6, II - 0. 
Proof. Because the subgroup of the unitary group of A generated by the 
unitary group of C and G is amenable, so that A has property P, we have 
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S, = ada, [2a, Corollary 5.61. By Theorem 3.5 for abelian algebras we have 
I] 6, Ic II--+ 0 and IIS,, lo- I/ -+ 0. By [2b, Theorem 2.31 we have 
dist(a, , C’) --+ 0 
dist(a, , G’) --f 0 
and we shall show that this implies dist(a, , A’) = dist(a, , C’ n G’) + 0. 
Let P be the conditional expectation of L(H) onto G’ defined by (P(a),f) = 
Wg + (g*q,f)) wheref EL, and M is an invariant mean on G. For all a E L(H) 
P(a) E weak closed convex hull {u*au : u E Gj 
and so, as u*Cu = C, and hence u*C’u = C’, we have P(C) C C’ n G’. 
Suppose 6, E G’, c, E C’ with a, - b, + 0, a,, - c, --f 0. Then 
P(a,) - b, = P(an - b,) + 0 and P(a,) - P(c,) + 0 so a, - P(c,) = 
a, - b, + b, - P(u,) + P(a,) - P(c,) + 0 where P(c,) E C’ n G’. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A be a type II1 factor which is isomorphic to the van 
Neumann algebra tensor product of itself with the hyperjnite II1 factor. Then 
II %I II - 0. 
Proof. By [2a; Theorem 4.21 any derivation S : A + L(H) is ad(b) for some 
b EL(H), and by [2b, Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.91 
II ad(b) 0 6, II = II ad@ 0 LJI A 0 W, II 
< 8 II =V)ll 
where M,, is the n x n matrix algebra, 1, is the identity of M, and I, is the 
identity map on M, . Let U be the hyperfinite 11r factor so that A = A, @ U 
where A o - A. BY 3.6, II 6, Imull -+ 0 as n -+ co. This implies that there is a 
sequence {b,} in L(H) with b, -+ 0 and 6, = ad b, on 1 @J U [2a, Corollary 
5.61. Put Sk = 6, - ad b, ( A. Then Sk(a) -+ 0 for each a E A and S,(a) = 0 
for all a E 1 @ U. If N, is a subalgebra of 1 @ U isomorphic with M, and e 
is a minimal projection in N,,, , then eAe N A, so 
Suppose 11 Sk II -,+ 0. Taking a subsequence if necessary we can assume that 
forsome~>Owehave~~S~,l~> f E or all n. As u&(u) = S’,(a,a) = SL(aa,) = 
Sb(a)a, for a E eAe, a, E N,,, , we have S:, = (6; leAe) @ c,,, and so I( Si I eAe I[ 3 
8 E for all n, e. 
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Now select a sequence of mutually orthogonal projections e, , ep ,... inside 
matrix algebras in 1 @ U and elements a, of e,Ae, with 11 a, 11 < 1 and 
11 Si(a,)!l > 2~/5. Put a = C a, E A. Then for each n 
a contradiction. 
This is a convenient place to note that it is quite easy to extend the results 
of [9, p. 491 to show that the class of factors considered in Theorem 3.7 have 
property P2, that is every derivation from A into the compact operators is 
of the form ad(u) for a compact operator a. 
Remark 3.8. The construction of the decreasing sequence {pl,} in the proof 
of Theorem 3.5 required the strong continuity of each 6, , so we were unable 
to handle rr-derivations for *-homomorphisms which are not normal. This is 
understandable because quotients of very “nice” type I von Neumann algebras 
can have characteristics similar to the “worst” type III factors [16]. However, 
when A is abelian the more general case can be done as follows. (The theorem 
and proof were suggested by unpublished work of G. K. Pedersen.) 
THEOREM 3.9. Let A be an ubeliun von Neumann algebra and T : A -L(H) 
a * representation of A on H. If (6,) is a sequence of rr-derivations of A into L(H) 
which converges to 0 in point norm then IIS, I] + 0. 
Proof. By the uniform boundedness theorem (6,) is bounded so we can 
assume jl 6, 1) < 1. If lim sup 11 S, 11 = E > 0, we shall choose positive integers 
n, , n2 ,... and pairwise orthogonal projections p, , p, ,... in A such that 
(4 II h&)II > & 
(b) lim, sup II S, IgkA II= 6 
where qk = I - &pj . 
When nt ,..., nk , p, ,... , p, have been chosen we take nk+l > nk with 
II Snk+l(czk) II < A E and II Snk+llPkA II > 9 6. Since convex combinations of 
projections are norm dense in the unit ball of the positive cone of A there is a 
projection p in q,d with II S,,+,(p)ll >&e and so I/ Snk+*(qk -p)ll > Qc. By 
Lemma 3.4 with q = qn: - p we can put p,,, - p or qx - p and (b) will hold 
with k replaced by k + 1. Whichever choice we make (a) holds and the in- 
ductive step is complete. To start the induction we define p, , n, as above with 
k = 0 and putting n,, = 0, q,, = 1. 
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As in 3.5 let {fk} be a sequence of linear functionals on L(H) of norm 1 with 
fk(~Rk(Pk)) > t E and put b&&J) = fA4C &P,> for &> E L . Then II ok II < 1, 
&({A,}) --f 0 as k - co for each (h,} E 1, yet &(e,) > & l where e, , eg ,.. . are 
the usual basis vectors. This contradicts Phillips’ Lemma. 
4. TENSOR PRODUCTS AND DERIVATIONS 
If A and B are two C*-algebras having only inner derivations, it is natural 
to ask when A @ B has only inner derivations. If A is a von Neumann algebra 
and B is abelian, then Theorem 2.3 applies. As shown in [l] if A is a separable, 
infinite dimensional, simple C*-algebra and B is separable, abelian and infinite 
dimensional, then A @ B has outer derivations. Thus we shall restrict attention 
here to the case in which one or both of A and B are von Neumann algebras. 
We conjecture that when A and B are both von Neumann algebras, then A @ B 
has only inner derivations. We cannot prove this but we can establish certain 
facts about such a tensor product. From now through Theorem 4.8 let us 
assume that A and B are von Neuman algebras and that ?Z = A @ B. For 
any C*-algebra C let s(C) be the unitary group of C,d(C) be the center of C 
and $(C) the set of maps from C to C of the form c---f Ey=, h,u*cu, , where 
ui E e(C), & > 0, zr-, hi = 1. Note that a(C) is closed under composition 
and each map in a(C) has norm 1. We say C has the Dixmier Property if the 
norm closure of {v(c) : v E a(C)} meets%“(C) for each c E C [12]. We shall show 
$7 has the Dixmier Property after some preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. A C*-algebra C has the Dixmier Property if and only if for all 
c E C and E > 0 there is a z ET(C) and p E a(C) with 11 z - q~(c)\\ < c. 
Proof. The “only if” assertion is immediate, so let us prove the “if” asser- 
tion. By induction we can define sequences (cn} C C, {an} CT(C) and {vn} C b(C) 
such that c1 = c, c,,+~ = qn(c,), 11 z, - yn(cn)ll < 2-” for all n == 1, 2,.... 
Thus we have II z, - c,+~ II < 2~ and II z, - c,+~ II = II s+d.% - c,+All d 
llz, - &I+1 II < 2-‘“, hence II 2, - z,+~ II < II z, - c,+~ II+ II cnfe - %,I II < 
2-lf1. Thus {z,} converges in norm to some z E Z(C) and c, -+ z as well, 
so x lies in the norm closure of {v(c) : v E g(C)}. Thus C has the Dixmier 
Property. 
LEMMA 4.2. If the C*-algebra C has the Dixmier Property, c1 ,..., c, E C 
and E > 0, then there are z1 ,..., x, E S(C) and 9) E b(C) such that 11 z,-p(cJll < E 
for all i = I,..., 71. 
Proof. We shall use induction on n. Note that n = 1 is covered by Lemma 
4.1. Suppose the result is true for some n > 1. Let ci ,..., c,+i E C and E > 0 
be given. By the induction hypothesis we may choose x1 ,..., z, E Z(C) and 
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0 E d(C) such that I/ zi - 0(c,)lj < E for i = I,..., n. Further, we may choose 
z,+t E Z’(C) and y E B(C) such that 11 zn+r - (y 0 t9)(c,+,)ll < E. Then 
1’ zi - (Y ’ e)(ci)ll = II dzi - s(ci))ll < II zi - e(ci)ll < E 
for all i == I,..., n + 1. Setting F = (y 0 0) we complete the induction and 
prove the Lemma. 
THEOREM 4.3. $9 has the Dixmier Property. 
Proof. Let k E 59 be of the form ~~=, ai @ bi where {Q~} C A and (6,) C B 
and let E > 0 be given. By Lemma 4.2 we can find .zr ,..., z, E .3(A), 
wr ,..., ZU, E S(B), v E &(A) and y E b(B) such that 
ii Zi - d4ll -=c Kc and II wi - r(h)lI < Kc 
for K = min{(n + Z.i”=, I/ aj /I + x:i”=, II bj 11)-l, c-l}. We have (9’ @ y) E&(D), 
(~~=, zi @ ~1~) E 3(U) and 
,< g1 Il(% - VW) 0 wi II + f II d4 0 (w.i - Y(~i)N 
i=l 
,< KE i /I wi I/ + Kc f I/ ai 11 < c. 
i=l i=l 
This last inequality follows since 
i !! wi It < i II woi - r(~Jll + i It v(h)11 -=c 11 + C !I 4 II 
i=l i=l i=l 
Now let c E C and E > 0. Choose G as above with I/ 6 - d 11 < E. Choose v 
and y as above. Then 
G 11 .i (Xi 0 Wi) - (p’ 0 ,x4 + Il(P, 0 Y)(C - 0 < 26. 
2=1 
(I 
Thus 59 has the Dixmier property by Lemma 4.1. 
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Remark 4.4. One should note that the last three results actually only require 
that each of A and B have the Dixmier property and that V be any P-tensor 
product of A and B. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The set of inner derivations of % is norm closed. 
Proof. Since 9? has the Dixmier property, this follows from [12, p. 51. 
A central sequence in a C*-algebra C with unit is a sequence {an>z=I C C such 
that I/ a,c - ca, jl+ 0 for all c E C. A central sequence {aJ is trivial if 
dish , s(C)) -n+m 0. In [I] the connection between derivations and central 
sequences is studied for separable C*-algebras and in [6, 81 we see that for von 
Neumann algebras and their quotients all central sequences are trivial. Our 
next goal is to prove this last fact for V. 
LEMMA 4.6. If L is the identity map on B and c E %?, then the norm closure of 
(9 @ L)(C) : q~ E b(A)} meets S(A) @ B 
Proof. Let E > 0 and choose C = xr=, ai @ bi E % with 11 C - r II < E. 
Find (zi}~=r C B(A) and ME& by Lemma 4.2 with 1) zi - ~)(a~)]l < 
l [l + xy=, 11 bi li]-‘. We have 
11 f (3 0 4 - (P 0 L)V) /j < f Il(% - d4) 0 bi 1~ < E? 
i=l i=l 
so 11 x.:“=, zj 0 bj - (ql @ L)(C)11 < 2F. w e now can proceed by induction just 
as in Lemma 4.1 to get the desired result. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let C be any C*-algebra with unit 1, let c E A @ C and 6 = ad(c) 
be considered as a derivation of A @ 1 into ,4 @ C. Then 
2 dist(c, S(A) @ C) > 116 (( > dist(c, d(A) @ C). 
Proof. The first inequality is obvious and the second follows since 
II 6 II > ~up~ll s(u 0 1)ll : u E JWU> 
= sup{II (u @ I)*& @ 1) - c // : 24 E %(A)} 
= sup(l/ (P 0 9(c) - c II : P E &(A)) 
> dist(c, 37-4) @ C), 
where the last inequality follows by Lemma 4.6. 
THEOREM 4.8. Every central sequence in %F? is trivial. 
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Proof. Let {an} be a central sequence in V and put 8, = ad(ct,)(g . We 
have 8,(a) + 0 as n + co for all KZ in V and so, in particular, (S,} is bounded 
and we can assume Ij 8, I/ < 1. We shall show Ij 6, lARr 11 --j 0. Consider first 
of all the case in which A is a type Hi factor. There are 2” x 2” matrix algebras 
Mk in A with 
1 E Ml C M2 C M, . . . . 
Denote the weak closure of the union of the Mk by A,, . If C is the subalgebra 
of A, generated by the diagonal matrices and G is the group generated by the 
elements Us of Mk given by 
(~&~=lifiisoddandj=i+l 
orifjisoddandi=j+ 1 
= 0 otherwise 
then A,, is generated by G and C and the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied 
so that II 6, /a,~)l II - 0. Suppose II 6, lAal II-+ 0. By transferring to a sub- 
sequence if necessary we can find E > 0 with /) 8, iaOl jl > E for all n and 
II hz la,c3!l /j < ~/2”+5. Our immediate objective is to show that if eK is a minimal 
idempotent in M, , then 1) S, le,aetB)l Ij > c/16. Suppose this is not true. As 
A e e,Ae, @ Mk we have, for a system fii of matrix units in Mk with fil = ek 
where 
showing /I 6, 1 eJe, @ 1, @ 1 jl < r/8. By Lemma 4.7 this implies dist(a, , 
b(e,Ae,) @ M, @ B) < e/8. Let & E ZT(e,Ae,) @ Mk @J B with I( ak - Jk I( < 
~14, and suppose G, is a finite subgroup of the unitary group of 1 @ MI, @ 1 
which spans it. Put F(X) = (l/l G,, I) CUeGO u*Xu. Then F is a norm 1 pro- 
jection of Q? onto e,Ae, @I,, @B so 1) F(Lz,) - F(&)ll < c/4 where F(&) E 
Z(e,AeJ (SJ Ik @ B = d(A) @ B. For u E G, CA,, @ I we have (1 *lk - u*+uIJ 
= Ij uak - *zku jl = ]I S,u jl < c/8 so 11 ak - F(ak)il < e/8 and hence 
1) ak - F(&.)/l < c/2 which shows 
dist(a{, , S’(A) @B) < c/2 
and so // 6, ) A @ 1 Ij < e by Lemma 4.7, a contradiction. 
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Now choose the minimal idempotents e, with ekel = 0 if k # I and bk E ekAe, 
with (1 bk (1 = 1 and 11 S,(b,)l( >, c/16. Put b = C b, . Then b E A, 11 b 11 = 1 
and, for all k 
II &@)I! b I! e,&(b)ll 3 II ~k(ek~)ll - I! WkJll 
= 11 S,(b,)ll - (1 S,(e,)ll 2 416 - c/32 = +2, 
a contradiction as 6,(b) -+ 0 as k + co. 
Now consider the general case. If p is a central projection in A such that 
pA is a III factor, then (p @ 1) a, is a central sequence in pA @ B and so, by 
what we have already proved, I/ ad(p @ l)an iaABI II--+ 0, i.e., I[ 8, IDaB (j 4 0. 
Thus if we apply Theorem 3.5 to the sequence (6,) of derivations -4 @ 1 -+ % 
we see that 9 is void so I( 8, jA5r [( -+ 0. Similarly (/ 8, jlBB [[ - 0 and so, by 
Lemma 4.7 
dist(a, , %“(A) @B)-+O 
dist(n, , A 0 S?‘(B)) + 0. 
Now choose &E T(A) @B with Ij aa, - ai 11 < 2 dist(a, , B(A) @B) and 
~;EA@%“(B) with (I a, - a: (1 < 2 dist(a, , A @ b(B)). Also by Lemma 
4.6 with B replaced by 9“(B) choose v E d(A) and nz E %“(A) @ Z(B) with 
IlaZ- (q @ l)(aE)(l < 2-“. We then have 
II an - a;]! < !I a; - (v 0 d(4)ll f !! (9’ 0 &)(a:: - 41! +- II a:, - “n I’ 
< 2-n + 2 (1 *:, - an II + II 4 - an II 
+O 
where a,” E B(A) @ T(B) = %(A @ B). Thus (a3 is trivial. 
While we were unable to prove our general conjecture that every derivation 
of % is inner, we have made progress with a related problem. From now until 
the end of $4 we shall use the following notation. H will be a separable Hilbert 
space, L will denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H, A will be a 
separable unital C*-algebra acting on H which has only inner derivations [l], 
% = L @ A, and {qn}z=r will be a fixed orthonormal basis for H. We shall view 
elements of L @ A as A-valued matrices for the basis (qn} hence as elements 
of the larger algebra L @L = L(H @ H). We shall consider 1, as imbedded 
in L as the set of all operators in L whose matrix is diagonal for the basis (7n}zE1 . 
Thus I, @ I, for example, is imbedded in Q in the natural way as a subset of 
L @ 1. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let B be a won Neumann algebra on H with no direct summand 
of type III . If 6 is a derivation from B into L, then 6 = ad(b) for some b E L. 
Proof. This is the main result of [2a]. 
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LEMMA 4.10. Every derivation 6 of 1, @ 1 into L @ A is of the form ad(c) 
for some 1: EL @ A. 
Proof. Let 6 be such a derivation. By Lemma 4.9 there is c E L(H @ H) 
with 6 -; ad(c)1 1, @ 1. Taking the basis {Q,) in the first factor of H @ H, c 
can be written as a matrix [cu] of elements of L. The conditional expectation 
Q of L(H @ H) onto (I, @ 1)’ [15b, Corollary 7.2.11 maps c onto a diagonal 
matrix with the same diagonal as c so l - Q(d) has 8 = ad(c: - Q(e))[l,or and 
(4 - Q(t))ii = 0 for each i. Replacing c by c - Q(c) we can assume cii = 0 
for each i. If ei , e2 ,... are the minimal idempotents in 1, @ 1 then, for i # j, 
S(ei)tj = &ie~j EL @ A. However, ricflj is given by a matrix with cii in the 
(i,j) position and so cij E rZ for i #j. As cii = 0 for all i, cij E A for all i,j. 
Suppose c $L @A and put d = dist(c, L @ A). Let a,, a, ,... be a dense 
sequence in A. We shall construct a sequence 0 < n, < na < ... of integers, 
a sequence of idempotents fi E 1, @ 1 with {& q = fi and a monotone sequence 
{Fi> of finite dimensional subspaces of A with union dense in A and 
dist(;hi6({i)+i , L @ Fi-,) > d/4 
where fii = x{.ej : ni-i <j < ni}. Once this has been done put /” = Cff . 
Then {Al, @ 1 and dist(S([), L @I A) = limi dist(&f), L @Fi) 3 
dist&+l+Q4+l , L 0 FJ b 44 because ~j+lS(~i+l)~i+l = 0 so ji+lS(f)ji+l = 
~~$Yg%+$“-- S@,+df)fii+l = +g+,S(fi+Jfii+, . This is a contradiction as 
The sequences are constructed inductively. We take F, = 0. We have 
I! c (! 3 d and so there exists n1 > 0 with I//,& jl > d/2. We have 
where the sum is taken over all subprojections E of fir in f, @ I. To see this 
note that the right hand side is just p,cp, - (2-“1) x +,(2~ - pJc(2e - /r)/i 
and the summands, considered as matrices with entries from A, have entries 
Cij (1 < i, j < ?Z1) if die = ti and eje = cj or + = 0 and cjf = 0 and -cij 
otherwise. Thus if i +j exactly half the summands have +Cij in the (i, j) 
position and half have -cii and so the total is 0. If i = j then cij = 0 and 
so C/r(2e - /,)c(2e - 1(z& = 0. Thus there must be at least one 8 with 
II ),(2e - j1YW - j-Q4 II > 42 and hence, because )I 2~ - /“i /) < 1, d/2 < 
II j$$& -n#lJ p1 II = 2 II @W/d and so we t&e fl = d. 
1 ,..., ni , fl ,..., ff , Fl ,..., Fi_, have been chosen we have 
a(~~) (1 - ai) = ai&(l - fi) EL @ -4 where li = cr -+ ... t E,~ so there are 
d; ,..., d; EL, a;, . . . . a; E A with jj a(?,)( 1 - ri) - z di @ ui 11 < d/4. Similarly, 
there exist dJ ,..., dz EL, a; ,..., a; E -4 with )I (1 - yi)S(yi) - x dj” @ a; 11 < 
d/4. Fi is the space spanned by Fiml , a, , a; ,..., uk , a’; ,..., a:n , +(i, j < nJ. 
We then have dist(( 1 - yi)~( 1 - gi), L @ Fi) > d/2. As L @ Fi is a subspace of 
sW33/3-7 
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L(H @ H) which is closed in the weak operator topology, for any element Z 
of L(H @ H), dist(+,>4, , L @Fi) ---f dist(Z, L @FJ as n -+ OEP where 1, = 
t1 + ... + C, . Thus there is an ni+r > ni with 
diSt(,Lni+,(l - &(l -yi)*ni+l , L OFd > 42 
and so dist(#i+l$i+l , L @FJ > d/2. By the same argument as above 
/4+1~fL1 = v- n’+l+Ri) C pi+l(2e - f&+1) s(2e - rt;i+l) /%+I 
where the sum is over all subprojections L of Pi, in 1, @ 1, so that for one 
such projection E 
dist(+i+lWfii+l , L 0 Fi) > 44 
and we let pi+, = L. 
LEMMA 4.11. Every derivation 6 of L @ 1 into L @ A is of the form ad(c) 
for some 6 EL @ A. 
Proof. Restricting 6 to 1, @ 1 CL @ 1 we get an element 8 EL @ A such 
that 6 (1,8)1 = ad(&) by Lemma 4.10. Thus by subtracting ad(e) we can assume 
that 6 1 r-B1 = 0. Since 6 = ad(a) for some a EL @L = L(H @ H) by 
Lemma 4.9, the assumption that 6 \r,@r = 0 implies that KZ, E (I, @ l)‘, the 
cornmutant in L(H @ H), which is equal to Z, @L by [14, p. 1081. As a matrix 
(L = (a,J of elements of L we see that aij = 0 for i # j, i.e., the matrix is 
diagonal. By subtracting 1 @ aI1 from a we don’t change the derivation 6 on 
L @ 1, but we can then assume that a,, = 0. For any n > 1 let (Vii) be the 
L-valued matrix defined by v, = 1 if i = 1, j = n and vii = 0 otherwise. This 
matrix defines an operator v inL @ 1, and (6(u)),,, = -arm . Since 6(u) EL @ A 
we see than arm E A. Thus the matrix (aii) of a is a diagonal matrix with elements 
of A on the diagonal. 
In order to show that a EL @ A we must show that it can be approximated 
by elements of L @A of the form x:i”_, di @ bi . If we can show that {ann}zzl 
is a totally bounded subset of A, so that given E > 0 there is a finite 
set (6, ,..., 6,) CA with min{lj bi - arm (1 : i = I,..., k) < E for each n, then 
we can do the approximation of a to within E as follows. For m = 1 let us 
define a set Mr of integers by Ml = (n : 11 b, - a,,,, 11 < ~1. By induction define 
for 1 <j Q k sets iVj = {n : (1 b, - arm (1 < E and n # u:I: MJ. Then the sets 
M 1 ,a**, Mk are disjoint subsets with union equal to the positive integers. If d, 
is that element of 1, defined by the characteristic function of Mi , then 
consider dj E I, CL and form the element xF=, di @ bi of L @ A. Clearly, 
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[I ~~=, dj @ bi - a (j < E since both CFz,di @ bi and a are represented 
by diagonal matrices in L(H @ H) and the norms of the differences of 
corresponding diagonal elements are all less than E. To complete the proof 
we require the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 4.12. Let {a(n)> be u bounded sequence from a Bunuch space. If {u(n)) 
is not totally bounded, then there is E > 0 and a subsequence (u(n(k))) with 
dist(a(n(k -+ I)), spun{u(n(j)) :j ,( k)) > E for all k and converseZy. 
Proof. The converse is obvious since if dist(a(n(k + l)), spam{u(n(j)),j < k}) 
> E then 11 u(n(j)) - u(n(k)) I] > E forj # k and so {u(n)} is not totally bounded. 
Suppose that no such subsequence exists and let E > 0. Take n( 1) = 1 and 
define (n(k)} inductively so that n(k + 1) > n(k) and 
dist(a(n(k + l)), span(u(n(j)) :j < k}) > E. 
By hypothesis this process terminates, at k = K say so for all n >, N = n(K) 
hence for all n 
dist(a(n), span{a(n(j)); j < K}) < E 
dist(u(n), span{u(j);j < N}) < E. 
Suppose 11 u(rr)II <L for all n. As the set B of elements of span{a(j); j < N} 
of norm < L + E is compact there exist elements b, ,..., 6, of B such that for 
eachbeBthereisjwith 1 <j<pandIIb---kbj!I<~. Thusif n>l there 
isbEspan{u(j);j,(N}withIIu,-bll,(~.As(~bjldl[a,II+~~L+~we 
seebEB~othereisjwithIIb--6~I),< 6. Thus (1 a(n) - bj (( ,< 2~ and we see 
that {u(n)} is totally bounded. This proves Lemma 4.12. 
Proof of Lemma 4.11 continued. To show that (a,,} is totally bounded suppose 
not and take E > 0 and a subsequence as in Lemma 4.12. For convenience we 
write u,, = u(n). Let UJ be the L valued matrix defined by ( ~s)~(~),~(~+r) = 1,
( u)ij = 0 otherwise. Then u is an operator, in fact a partial isometry, in 
L @ 1 and (6( w)),,(~J,~(~+~) = u(n(k)) - u(n(k + 1)). We have, for k < k’, 
II (a( ~~)nm,n(k+x) - (a( ~~))noc~nw+~) II = II +(k)) - +(k + 1)) - +(k’)) + 
u(n(k’ + 1)) 1) > E so that the matrix entries in 6( UJ) do not form a totally 
bounded set. However, the matrix entries of an element xF=, di @ bi are just 
linear combinations of the bi with coefficients bounded by maxi /I di 1) and so are 
totally bounded and so the matrix entries of any element of L @ A form a 
totally bounded set. Since 6(u)) EL @ A, we obtain a contradiction. 
THEOREM 4.13. V has only inner derivations. 
Proof. If 6 is a derivation of 5? into itself, then, by subtracting off the inner 
derivation given by restricting 6 to L @ 1, we can assume that 6 /LB1 = 0. By 
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Lemma 4.9 and arguing as at the start of the proof of Lemma 4.11 we can find 
a: E 1 @L = (L @ 1)’ such that 6 = ad(a). Because of the fact that a E 1 @ L, 
we see that ad(a) = 8 derives 1 @ A into 1 @ A. Because all derivations of 
1 @ A are inner, we may subtract an element of 1 @ A from a and thus get a 
derivation which is zero on both L @ 1 and I @ -4, hence on L @ A. Thus 
6 is inner. 
5. ABELIAN C*-SUBALGEBRAS OF L(H) 
In this last section we deal with a problem which came up while investigating 
the problems in 31-v but which seems to have independent interest. There 
are a number of papers which show that certain good behavior of linear func- 
tionals on abelian C*-subalgebras of a given C*-algebra implies similar good 
behavior on all of the algebra (e.g., [3, 131). In this case the C*-algebra is 
L = L(H) for separable Hilbert space H. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (fn> be a sequence in the pre-dual L, of L (i.e., L, = set 
of trace class operators on H with trace norm [14, p. 391). Suppose 1) fn IA II+ 0 
for eaery abeliun C*-subalgebra A CL, then i\fn I/ -+ 0. 
Proof. We can assume that the fn are self-adjoint (i.e., fn(u*) = f,(u)- 
for all a EL). We have fn(u) --f 0 for each self adjoint a and hence for all a in L. 
Thus, by the uniform boundedness theorem, {fn) is a bounded sequence. Let 
so.2 41 > 52 3.‘. be an orthonormal basis for H, let p, be the projection onto the 
span of (& ; j > k} and e,j the map 7 + (7, Ei)Ei. Then f,(eii) ---f 0 for each 
i, j and so 
II fn IhJLk,k) II - 0 
as n --+ a~ for each k. 
Suppose (( fn (1 +O. Then, transferring to a subsequence if necessary, there 
exists E > 0 with [lfn jl > E for all n. We shall show (lim, sup lifn lPpLBk 11) - 0 
as k -+ co. It is a monotonic function of k, so if the limit is not 0, then there is 
E’ > 0 with lim, sup ]lfm 19gLBk Ij > E’ for all k. For each n, (1 - pJfn( 1 -ph) - 
jn as k -+ co. We define sequences ni , ki by induction with I\fn, \I > E’ and 
given ni, then k, > kfpl is defined so that 
and then nifl > n, is chosen so that 
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These conditions give ]lfni+, I(or,-plt+~l(rr,-~~+~ II > Be’. For each i let ai be 
an element of (pki - PK,+,MPL, - P~*+J with II ai II = 1 and f,,+,(d > ii E’ 
andputa=Cai.Then(Ia]I=land 
Ifn,+,(a)l a I fn,+,(Qi)l- I fn,+,(C,<i 41 - I fn,+,cLi 413 BE’ - S’ - QE’ == $6’ 
contradicting fJa> --f 0 as 11 ---f co. We thus have lim, sup llfn I+,+ iI-+ 0 as 
k+co. 
Let k be such that lim, sup /If% JDILDn I[< ~116. Omitting a finite number 
of terms from the sequence if necessary we can assume 
and 
Ilfn I(l--P*)th--Dk) II < +j E 
for all n. These inequalities and the self-adjoint property offn show 
for all 1~. As above we find monotonic sequences of integers ki, ni with 
ilfn,,, Ih-s,,)r(l-uk) I! < 2’ 
Ilfn,,, l”e,+lL(l-,lk) II -=c 2’
and we can assume kiti > ki + 4k + 4. Put gi = (Psi - Pk,+,)frz,(l - Pk) :c 
(1 - pk)fni(pki - P~‘+~). Then gi is self-adjoint and llfn, - gi /) -+ 0 as i + co’. 
Each element g of L, is determined by its matrix g,, = g(e,,). We now choose 
a new basis for H. In each subspace (pki - P~~+~)H we take the k c I column 
vectors of the matrix [(gi)r,s : ki + I < Y < ki+i , 0 < s < R], orthogonalize 
and extend to form an orthonormal basis. We index this new basis ti in such 
a way that for some even multiple 2a(k + 1) of k + I with ki < 2o1(k + 1) < 
(201 + I )(k + I) - 1 ,( k,+.i (such exist because Ri+r > Ri + 4k + 4), the 
span of (fj : 2a(k $- I) <j < (2ar $- l)(k + 1) - I} contains the column 
vectors mentioned above. In the new basis the matrix (&)rS of gi has zeros 
everywhere in the first k + 1 columns except in the k + 1 rows beginning 
with the 2a(k + I)th. This block forms an element vi of the algebra M,,, of 
(k + 1) x (k + 1) square matrices. Since {vi> is a bounded sequence in Mk.+r 
it has a convergent subsequence (pi,} with limit v. As /ifn, - gi I] - 0 we have, 
for sufficiently large values of i, IJgi lVbL(1--2)k, [I > 3.e and so I/ v l[r > $6 where 
11 l/i is the trace class, that is the L, , norm on Mk+, . 
Let C be the commutative * subalgebra of Mk+, generated by a self-adjoint 
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element a with operator norm 1 and (( ~(a) I[ > &. Let K be a Hilbert space 
with basis Q, , Q , Q ,... and U the unitary operator on K which maps . . . - 
~3+~1-+~0-+~a-+~4-+~6... and let e, ,..., e, be the usual basis of f?+r: 
There is an isometry u of P+l @ K onto H given by ei @ qj 4 [:+i,k+l). Let 
C, be the commutative * subalgebraof L generated by theoperatorscorresponding 
to (c@u”; c E C, it E Z) on F+l @ K and sol the element corresponding to 
b @ ZP. The matrix of a, in the basis (6:) has a copy of a in the first R + 1 
columns beginning at the 24k -+ 1) row and in the first K + 1 rows beginning 
at the (201 - l)(k + 1) column, all other entries in the first k + 1 rows and 
positive integer and let oli be the value of (u columns being zero. Let i be a 
related to gi as above. We have 
z I P&)l - (2-’ + kc) . 
If we now let i--f co along the subsequence ij so that rpp(a) + ~(a) we see that 
for sufficiently large values of j, \j gij /c, (1 > &E and so lim sup I( fn le (j > +%E 
contrary to the hypothesis that /( Jn /c, (I+ 0. 
This result does not apply to general C* algebras for if l0 , 5, ,... is an ortho- 
normal basis for the Hilbert space H and f,(u) = (a&, , 5,) then {fm} is a 
sequence of linear functionals on the algebra K of compact operators on H 
with llfn !/ = I. If C is a maximal commutative * subalgebra of K, then C 
contains a sequence p, of finite rank projections with p, 4 I in the strong 
operator topology. Thus p,c& = cp,&, --f c& uniformly for c E C, (1 c I/ < 1 so, 
since for each K, {p&s : c E C, Ij c I\ ,( 1) is a bounded subset of a finite dimen- 
sional space and so is totally bounded, we see X = {c&, : c E C, /) c (1 < 1) is 
totally bounded and hence (4, 6,) ---f 0 uniformly for .$ E X. Thus fn(c) = 
(c& , 5,) ---f 0 uniformly on the unit ball of C, that is llfn Ic )I -+ 0. 
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